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Everyone in
Venice Knows
A Short Story...in 2 or 3 installments
By Carol Fondiller
(from the Beachhead archives: Nov. 1975, #71)

Forget health care, housing, Iraq, global warming, education, crime, racism, and even gay
marriage. Flag Burning is THE issue.
On June 28, the U.S. Senate came within one vote of voting for a flag burning constitutional
amendment. U.S. Senator from California, Diane Feinstein, voted for the amendment.

“Well, there I was, trudging along W.
Washington Blvd. at 11:30 PM. I had my purse
filled with all the personal belongings I could
stuff into it – I left the rest of my stuff in my
Venice valises – 2 shopping bags. They were
stored in the same corner that some other ‘lady’
(he calls women ‘ladies’)...well, where this other

The Beachhead Collective salutes
Carol Fondiller on her 70th Birthday.
Carol was a founder of our newspaper
in 1968 and is a valued current
member of the Collective.

Iraqi Dead: 50,000 – 100,000

lady had left her stuff. Sort of an accumulation of
lady leavings,” she giggled.
“Every time I thought I heard the sound of a
350 Kawasaki motorcycle, I’d turn around and
run back to his garage. Maybe it was him. Oh
boy.”
Deborah’s eyes filled with tears and she
laughed. She was sprawled in a formerly overstuffed armchair from which the stuffing’s hung
out in cottony entrails. One of her legs was dangling over the arm of the chair. The chair’s degfutter, a large longhaired honey-colored Tom,
was in her lap. Deborah, she hated being called
Debbie, “Debbie sounds so sorority, and sorority
I’m not,” stroked the cat, and drank the dank
cold coffee.
“I mean I really think I’ve hit the apex or the
nadir, whatever you call it, of total annihilation –
not everybody gets that, you know. It’s an experience you savor, like hitting your elbow on a
coffee table. I feel as if I’ve been run over by a
Mack Truck.”
Sheila nodded sympathetically, her Sassoncut blonde hair bobbing in accord. She’d been
through this with Deborah before and of course,
as with women who were friends a long time,
Deborah had baby sat Sheila through the emotional flotsam and jetsam of the breakups of her
various journeys on the stormy seas of love.
Notably the last one with Bob, who turned out to
be married and a compulsive liar who borrowed
money and never returned it.
“I mean I didn’t want to look like the complete reject with my big purse, totting those
damn shopping bags, trudging along W.
Washington with nothin’ but the bars open...And
he and she-it exchanging saliva in one of the
back booths...”
“She-it?” asked Sheila as she groped about
the small crowded room or her coffee cup.
“Oh that’s my private name for her. Every
time Kevin talked about her, I’d think ‘she-it’,”
said Deborah.
“Hey, thanks for the ear...really appreciate
it...she-it ...got a face like a ferret, and the soft

Source: antiwar.com

–continued on page 11

And we went down
To the place
Where Bill was buried
And there were flags all over the place
I mean flags like a sea
And flags like a crowd
Flags like I never seen before
Millions of them
All standing so tall
And blowing free and proud
All in neat rows
For as far as you could see
So we walked among them
Past Iwo Jima
And all the other strange names
And the flags snapped against our legs
Cracking in the wind
And just up a ways
Just past the bridge
Was where Bill was
Just past the bridge
That is what they told us
And soon we got up to the place
And we were sure it was the place
The flags were new and clean
The graves fresh
The tin markers all in place
With death and
When the men put them into the ground
And we looked a long time
Before we found Bill
So we just sat there
Where they put him in the ground
Just past the bridge
In a sea of flags
Millions of them
CASUALTIES IN IRAQ
U.S. 2,526 Dead – 58 this month

U.S. Wounded 18,490 – 236 this month
This month: 3,348 – 3,573

And then we got up
And Pop brushed the tire tracks
That still held yesterday’s rain
He brushed them off the grave
And we walked slowly back over the bridge
Through the flags
That snapped against our legs . . .
– ron kovic
BORN ON THE 4TH OF JULY
Ron Kovic is a twice-wounded Vietnam veteran. This ex-Marine Sgt. (retired on disability)
volunteered for two tours of duty in Vietnam.
He won the Bronze Star, Navy Commendation
Medal and the New York State Conspicuous
Service Cross.
On Jan. 20, 1968, he was wounded seriously
enough to be confined to a wheel chair for the
rest of his life, thus ending his participation in
that senseless war. Through this ordeal he came
to realize how wrong it would be for any more
soldiers to duplicate this horrendous experience–in a war and in the VA hospital.
Ron was a member of the Venice Chapter of
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and continues to speak out against war, in general, and
Iraq, in particular.
He wrote a book about his life, entitled Born
on the 4th of July, which was made into a movie
with the same name. Happy Birthday, Ron!
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Film Review: Nature’s
Last Stand: Saving the
Ballona Wetlands

The
collective staff of the

Ocean Front Walk problems
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Karl Abrams, John Davis, C.V. Beck, Carol
Fondiller, Don Geagan, Yolanda Miranda,
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published monthly by the Beachhead
Collective as a vehicle for the people of
Venice to communicate their ideas and
opinions to the community at large.
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submit news stories, articles, letters, photos, poetry or graphics of interest to the
Venice community. The staff reserves the
right to make all decisions collectively on
material published. There is no editor on
the Beachhead. The printing is financed by
ads and donations. The articles, poetry and
art work express the opinions of the individual contributors and are not necessarily
the views of the Beachhead Collective.
To submit material, include your name
and telephone number. Anonymous material will not be printed, but your name will
be withheld on request. If return of material is desired, a stamped self-addressed
envelope is required. No payment is made
for material used.
Mail to: P.O. Box 2, Venice, CA 90294.
Web: <www.freevenice.org>
Email: <Beachhead@freevenice.org>

Our Mission Statement
Oh Holy Shit
The Thought Police are rising
It is the Time
for the Beachhead’s rebirth
Now is the Time to get your thoughts
together
If you care whether
you have a thought of any worth.
Thoughts left of Center
Homeowner or Renter
Put your Head where your Pen* is
Send it to us use your wits
and if we like it
We’ll print or plagiarize it
or tear it into
teeny tiny
bits
– by the Slumgoddess
*Pen: Antique Term for Word
Processor or Computer
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For the last five plus years, I have been setting up
a political table on the Boardwalk on the west side of
Ocean Front Walk. The original impetus prompting
me to begin this activity was the stolen 2000 presidential election; I and a few committed other citizens
began collecting signatures on a petition to impeach
the five Supreme Court justices who had unconstitutionally halted the Florida recount.
Having been thus provoked to join the ranks of
the awakened, I was motivated to investigate how the
country could have come to such a sorry pass as to let
this egregious assault on our right to self-determination go unchallenged (or worse, champion the fraud as
some did and do). This undertaking led me to intriguing discoveries, many of which eventually made their
way to the information bank on my table. All prompted me to continue digging and to go even deeper,
which I continue to this day.
When the attacks of 9-11-01 occurred, it was a
small step to incorporate this suspicious event with its
suspicious implications into the political material
already displayed. I am proud to say that my colleagues and I were among the first to openly assert
that the attacks were the equivalent of the Reichstag
Fire and to gather and disseminate substantiating
information that mainstream media was either actively
suppressing or simply ignoring. When the bombing
started in Afghanistan in October and the Peace and
Freedom Party organized a peace march down the
Boardwalk with an open mike at Windward, my fellow tabler and I were honored to participate.
Since 9-11 and its aftermath are still with us; and
since another election plus the California Recall election have been successfully engineered to disenfranchise the voters, I continue my political activity.
Venice Boardwalk has proved to be terrific in that
I have had the opportunity to network with people
from all parts of the planet. The former atmosphere of
conviviality and spontaneity which made for an ideal
environment for self expression have contributed
greatly to my success as an advocate for peace and
JUSTICE.
Unfortunately, the lottery has essentially
destroyed this unique and precious quality on the
Boardwalk. However, I still feel the need to get suppressed and/or distorted information out in these
times of controlled media is compelling and I continue
to set up. I distribute information from alternative
sources in hard copy, cds, dvds and bumperstickers. I
have petitions – the latest is for hand-counted paper
ballots in all state elections. I have a list of resources
for alternative information I also hand out. I believe
my activity is protected by the First Amendment and
therefore cannot be subjugated to a lottery. No free
expression can be, Bill Rosendahl and Cindy
Miscikowski, and the LA City Council notwithstanding. Consequently, I have not participated in the lottery and have no plans to.
On Sunday, June 11, 2006, I was cited for setting
up in a “designated space” between sunset and 12pm
without a permit. I had been told to move into a “designated space” when the latest round of “upgrades” to
the much mangled LAMC 42.15 were instituted. Prior
to that time, I had set up outside the entire lotterydependent regulation of the Boardwalk. “Designated
Space” can reasonably be considered “regulating people’s legitimate activities.” One can only surmise that
it is the Council’s intention to eliminate free expression of any kind from this traditional Free Speech
Zone.
We cannot let this happen without strenuously
objecting. The stolen 2000 presidential election wasn’t
strenuously opposed by the people and we got 9-11,
the Patriot Act, war without end, the threat of the
destruction of Social Security, tax breaks for the rich
who don’t need it, increasing destitution for the people who used to be middle class and more stolen elections which pretty much guarantee that there will be
no relief without unrelenting opposition outside the
voting booth.
Stand with the people resisting yet another
encroachment on our freedoms. Support the
Boardwalk resistors. Join them if you can. We must
turn back this juggernaut of oppression.
To help, come to the Boardwalk, or contact the
Spirit of Venice at Spirit_of_Venice@yahoo.com.
Thank you.

Therese Dietlin
(I’m just south of Dudley on the west side of
Ocean Front Walk every Sunday)

Thanks
Thanks for all your fine articles – the Real Voice of
Venice!

Barbara Palivos

By Karl Abrams
This beautifully filmed 17-minute documentary is a most-see multi-award winning
eye-opener showing both the beauty of the
lush Ballona Wetlands (the largest remaining
coastal wetland in Los Angeles County) along
side the harsh and looming overdevelopment
proposals known as Playa Vista, the largest in
the history of Los Angeles.
Written, filmed, directed, and produced
by activist Bruce Robertson over a three year
period, “Natures Last Stand” is now available
in DVD format (copyright 2006). Robertson
treats the viewer with beautiful wildlife
footage of this delicate square-mile ecosystem
located south of Venice Beach and north of
LAX. The endangered Least Tern and the
Great Blue Heron, along with coyotes,
gophers, crabs, and kit foxes are all photographed at play and in danger of being
utterly destroyed by the nefarious Playa Vista
plan.
You can also cheer on the dedicated people of the Ballona Wetlands Preservation
League, the Office of the Controller, and over
80 other organizations fighting back as they
seek to permanently protect 600 acres of the
Ballona Wetlands.
You can holler and hiss at the developers
who seem oblivious to the astounding environmental toll that Playa Vista creates: at least
29,000 new permanent residents, 1800 condos,
and 5.5 million square feet of office space
with thousands of office workers (twice that
of Century City). This would result in 49,000
new commuters, 200,000 new car trips, 28%
more cars on the 405 Freeway, and two times
the number of cars on Lincoln Blvd.
The film is also educational in terms of
the film’s follow-up presentations. There are
an additional 59 minutes of major news coverage (25 news clips) from 1995 to 1999, a
“victory party” slide show showing that people in solidarity can and will stop the Playa
Vista development, as well as a complete
media library of the 27-year struggle to save
the Ballona Wetlands.
The film makes you want to get involved.
The first thing the reviewer did was to walk
through the wetlands and appreciate the
beauty, and wonder at the audacity of those
who would destroy it.

In Brief
Hotel Row
A second hotel proposal at Brooks Avenue
and Abbot Kinney Blvd. is wending its way
through the approval process. The new proposal
would level the Broadway Gymnastics building,
and most everything else in sight, in order to
build a 43-room luxury hotel plus condos and
retail. A Planning Commission hearing has considered the project. Venetians should let Councilmember Bill Rosendahl know their views by calling 311 and asking for him.
The first project, on the south side of Brooks
is even larger.

Lincoln Place Lawsuit
Tenants have filed a lawsuit against the city
of Los Angeles and corporate-owner AIMCO in
the long-running battle to save the affordable
home in Venice’s largest garden apartment complex. The suit, brought under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by Santa
Monica attorney John Murdock on behalf of
LPTA and disabled tenant Ingrid Mueller, says
the city is illegally refusing to enforce redevelopment conditions, including comprehensive tenant protections it had worked out with the owners.
The City Attorney’s office has delayed the
hearing until Aug. 16, only two weeks before the
latest deadline to evict seniors and disabled tenants.
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A Long Hot Summer?
Rev.
Sherwood
Fleming
and Laddie
Williams
ask police
for an apol ogy. They
say no.

By Jim Smith
There have been three town hall meetings in
Venice since the last issue of the Beachhead hit
the streets. Two of them - focusing on a possible
moratorium on condominium conversions, and
on clean money for election campaigns - were
well attended and mild mannered
The Town Hall on community race relations
held on June 6 was something else again.
Although it came just one day after the shooting
of 17-year-old Agustin Contreras at Venice High,
it had been planned for weeks. The murder, and
the resulting police activity in Oakwood, simply
added fuel to the fire.
The Town Hall at Oakwood Recreation
Center had been initiated by Venice 2000, the
local gang-intervention organization, which
invited L.A. Councilmember Bill Rosendahl and
the city’s Human Relations Commission to participate.
Rosendahl chaired the raucous meeting that
also took up the insulting and racist letter that
had been circulating in Oakwood for several
weeks. The letter bore the names of Lisa Feingold
and Gary Buckland, who in a letter to the
Beachhead last month, said they did not write
the letter. In their Beachhead letter, and at the
Town Hall, they pointed out errors in the letter
including the spelling of their names. Their
denial was accepted at the meeting. However, a
loud argument broke out in the back of the hall
between several community members and someone suspected of actually writing the letter.
Meanwhile, a number of speakers at the
open microphone pointed to the lack of jobs
available to residents of Oakwood. Stan
Muhammad of Venice 2000 said that Developer
Frank Murphy and Abbot’s Pizza Company were
the only businesses that will hire high-risk youth.
Others said that having a police record makes it
hard for anyone to get a job and “go straight.”
A Public Safety and Development committee
is being formed to focus on finding more jobs

Visit

and friendly employers. It will meet Thursday,
July 13, from 6-8 pm at the New Bethel Church,
5th & Brooks 6-8 pm. The meeting is open to the
public.
Others spoke about the gentrification of
Oakwood that is contributing to a feeling of disrespect from new, mainly white, arrivals towards
older, Black and Latino residents. Speakers commented on the high fences that have been erected
by many of the new home owners.
The biggest uproar of the evening came in
response to police activity after the Contreras
shooting. Swarms of LAPD headed to Oakwood
- either on instinct or in response to a tip - to find
the shooter who was identified as a 17-year-old
African American.
Of all the houses and apartments in
Oakwood, they surrounded and laid siege to the
home of Laddie Williams, a community activist.
Williams, whose family has lived in Venice for
the past 100 years, is a former elected official of
the Neighborhood Council, the Venice
Neighborhood Action Committee and numerous
other groups.
Her two sons and a daughter were the
unlikely targets of the police. One son tried to
hide on the roof of the Williams house, apparently afraid of the massive firepower of the LAPD
Swat Squad.
When Williams, joined by Rev. Sherwood
Fleming, reached the microphone she expressed
her outrage at the previous day’s police behavior.
She insisted on an apology from the police.
Captain William Hayes and Officer Teresa
Skinner, sitting at the front table, were representing the LAPD. The following exchange took
place:
Laddie Williams - I saw my house on TV, guns
pointed at my kids heads. My daughter was held in
that house for four hours. Those young men need to
be apologized to. We should all respect each other by
living and learning from each other. Two of them were

landscaping, with 12 guns on them. They and the
community need an apology (applause).
I couldn’t get in to my own house to my kids.
Rev. Fleming said “jail is not the answer.”
Education is the answer, but until you put teachers of
color into Venice High, it’s not going to happen.
My heart goes out to that mother who lost her
child, but I almost lost my child yesterday, with
Swats surrounding them.
Can no one give me a response? I want an apolo gy. If you really want to help this community apolo gize for what happened yesterday. Those boys were
almost shot yesterday. I think right now, Captain, an
apology should be given to this whole room. I haven’t
heard you guys say I’m sorry once tonight.
Bill Rosendahl - Ms. Williams, I apologize for any thing I did or the police did to you or your daughter.
Laddie Williams - That’s fine – but the Captain is
sitting right here.
Bill Rosendahl - Ok but the capt. was part of a lar ger group of men who were looking for a shooter. And
they’re professionals. The good news is that when
they came to Oakwood, nobody was shot. I want to
apologize to Jasmine, your daughter.
Laddie Williams - The community has said loud
and clear that the shooter did not come from Venice. I
called and told Officer Pickering that I will take him
through my house.
I still haven’t heard one word. Don’t speak from
the Police Handbook. Speak from your heart.
Captain Hayes - Ms. Williams, I am a parent and
my concern was the safety of everyone in this commu nity.
We had information related to that shooting that
the suspect was in this area. The young man taken off
your roof matched the description very closely. He ran
and hid in your house.
Your son was detained originally because of some
other activity. I believe we did the best thing for this
community.
Laddie Williams
- You’re on
telling
me10
these young
–continued
page

“Your Local Shop for Scrumptious
Food and Sinful Chocolates”

www.venice-beachhead.org
for back issues of the
Free Venice Beachhead

Monday - Friday 9 am - 7 pm
Saturday 10 am - 7 pm • Sunday noon - 6 pm
1800A Abbot Kinney Blvd., Venice, CA 90291
310-305-9800

Additional Parking after 5 pm and all day Saturday
& Sunday behind the store.
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Tent City Report
By C.V. Beck
At Tent City, intersection of
California/ Frederick, Venice, (east of
the Ross store), some of the embattled seniors
and disabled residents of our now world-famous
Lincoln Place Garden Apartments gather twice
weekly (on Wednesdays and Saturdays 10-5pm),
as we continue to fight for our rights of due
process of law. We gather at what we call
“Squirrel Square” (a free speech area), sit in lawn
chairs and actually converse with each other
about the latest manoeuvres in our long, long
struggle for our rights. We sometimes tell jokes
and funny stories and have a pretty good laugh,
acting just like regular, plain folks in a small
town atmosphere and observing the life of the
community around us.
Recently, our group has been joined sometimes by a “Happy Camper”, a senior lady with
a charming small dog on a leash. On her last
visit, she told us someone had left a computerwritten note on her motor home which reads as
follows: “I think it’s about time you moved your
trailer into someone else’s neighborhood, a
month is long enough to be living outside our
house. Please do this as soon as possible before
we have to call the police and have them move
you Thanks”. This person was very upset by this
and said to those present that she couldn’t
understand why someone (who seems to live in
the houses across the street), would leave such a
hostile note. This senior woman said she minds
her own business, keeps clean and quiet and
doesn’t make a mess and is a responsible person.
What is the problem? We were upset, too, at the
gratuitous cruelty of people who are more affluent and secure, who seem to be wallowing in
their very good fortune, at the pointed expense
of others – who are less so.
At another time, a young woman came by
and said the most horrible things to us, while
smiling sweetly in our faces. Things like...my
parents used to live at Lincoln Place for many
years...now they own their own home
nearby...this is a nice, middle-class neighborhood...now there are mattresses in the
alleys!...what happened today?, there was supposed to be a telephone meeting between Mayor
Villaraigosa and AIMCO. She was remarkably
up-to-date on our minutia and I wondered why
this was so. One of our group asked her very
politely if she really felt she should be talking to
us like this?, and this young woman, feeling no
doubt virtuous and on top of the world (just
graduated from UCLA and still living with her
parents), blithely and shallowly missed the point
completely. She then smugly, smarmily, went on
her way home, having dropped her parent’s
property-owners “bomb” of invidious comparison upon us. How crass!
What’s happening now? This is where we
are in the legal process: we have been extended
in our residencies at Lincoln Place through
August 31 and have now filed a CEQA lawsuit
on the City, City Council, LA Planning
Department and LA Housing Department, and
AIMCO, the beginning of which will be heard in
court on August 16, 2006 in Santa Monica.
Another lawsuit, Marlin v. AIMCO is now in
Appellate Court in Santa Monica. The opening
brief has just been filed on this along with a
Motion for Calendar Preference due to exigent
circumstances (of age, health and possible eviction) has also been filed.
More later, as the world turns...or rather,
spins crazily in Venice, Ca.

Bring this Ad and receive
a 12 oz regular coffee FREE!
We serve Breakfast and Lunch
3105 Washington Blvd., Marina Del Rey
310-823-2430

How Venice Voted
By Jim Smith
A better headline might be “How Venice
Didn’t Vote,” since the turnout was only
around 12 percent in the June 6 primary.
Although Beachhead readers surely turned out
at the polls, en masse, to other Venetians it was
a big yawn, with only a few contested elections.
Here are the Venice results for Governor
(Democrat), Congress (Democrat), and Prop.
82, the pre-school initiate. There no were significant primary contest for these offices in
other parties.
In all three cases, Venice went for the most
progressive candidate or position, and by significant amounts.
In the Governor’s race, Phil Angelides had
staked out the most progressive positions and
won most of the left-leaning endorsements.
Yet, he barely eaked out a victory over bigspending Steve Westly. Statewide, Angelides
won 48.1 percent to 43.1. In Los Angeles

Dirty Money is
at play here. Rocky
Delgadillo received
more than $25,000
for his campaign for
Attorney General
from lawyers at
Latham & Watkins
which represents
AIMCO, the owner
of Lincoln Place.
Rocky and his
staff refuse to
enforce the mitigation measures
required by CEQA
and stop the illegal
evictions at Lincoln
Place.
And when the
City Council wanted to enforce these
tenant protecting
conditions, it was
Latino & Watkins
who threatened the
City Councilmembers with personal liability.

County, he didn’t do any better, winning by
49.4 percent to 42.4. In Zip 90291, Angelides
won in a landslide, 58.6 Percent to 41.4.
Anti-war Democrat Marcy Winograd lost to
the incumbent, conservative Democrat Jane
Harman, by 62.5 percent to 37.5. Yet in 90291,
Winograd turned the tables, winning 59.3 percent to 40.7. However, in that part of Venice
comprising zip 90292, that is, the Oxford
Triangle and the Peninsula area, Harman beat
Winograd by 61.4 percent to 38.6, even while
they were giving the nod to Angelides for
Governor.
Most reassuring of the basic humanity of
Venetians was their support for universal preschool funded by taxing the rich. Massive TV
advertising against this initiate persuaded
Californians to vote no by a 60 percent margin.
In L.A. County, the proposition also failed by 55
percent. Yet in Venice 90291 (hooray), it was
endorsed with 62 percent voting yes.
Here’s the scorecard;

An Ode From Our Neighbor
by Paul Tanck
This past month, David Asper Johnson passed
away. He was the creator, editor and all-around
soul of Marina del Rey’s weekly newspaper, The
Argonaut.
No matter what you feel about the Marina - I
remember the days of seeing t-shirts that read
“Venice is not Marina del Rey!” - it stands to be
told that the Argonaut through its years was also
the unofficial newspaper of Venice. And those
folks south of Washington Street faithfully
reported on the crazy goings-on of their older
neighbor to the north.
I’ve read the many tributes to Mr. Johnson, and
he seems like a right square guy to me. When he
made up his mind, that’s where he stood, and he
backed it up in his weekly column ‘Snoopin’
around.”
I recently came across one of those columns
from April of 1978, written about the April 1978
issue of The Free Venice Beachhead, then celebrating its 100th issue.
It’s a bit of time travel to reread about this
publication back then, but I was amazed at how
true some of Mr. Johnson’s assessments about
Venice were, and still are.
Here’s a reprint of that column:
Beachhead reaches 100th
by David Asper Johnson
April 6, 1978
Abut the time the Marina was getting its feet
wet, to the north there was all sorts of turmoil.
Venice was going through another “phase.”
The late 60’s and the early 70’s were violent
times for our neighbor to the north, which has
seen considerable change in its day.
If you want to know what it was like living in
Venice during the past ten years try to find a
copy of The Free Venice Beachhead, out this
week.
We say “try” because this month’s Beachhead
is a special issue, the 100th, and it’s a gem.
The issue will probably become a collector’s
item and be grabbed up in a hurry by all who
want a first-hand look at the Venice transition.
The fact The Beachhead reached its 100th issue
is newsworthy in itself.
The paper has not missed an issue since it
started its monthly frequency back in 1968.
The more remarkable since the paper is put
together by a “collective.”
No one is paid for the writing, the ad gathering, the production and the distribution.
The paper has had its ups and downs.
But, the current issue could possibly be the
best Beachhead, made more interesting for “outsiders” by the personal reflections of the past ten
years.
“The Free Venice Beachhead. My funny
Valentine. Your columns not so straight. Shakey
grammar. Earnest, pompous, sincere, mistaken,
precise, and homey.”
Staff member Carol Fondiller captures the
essence of it and seems shocked herself that the
Beachhead reached 100.
“Who’d uv thunk it.”
A newspaper is at its best when it reflects the
community it serves.
The Beachhead was born during the Vietnam
war and it offered a printed expression of the
frustration the war created among Venice residents.
The Beachhead founders were more than
reporters. They created the news they reported a condition that would be abhorred by today’s
ivory tower press critics, who demand an isolation of reporters from involvement in the stories
they report.
Venice has had a history of involvement. When
my aunt moved to the Venice beach in the late
30’s, the area was already a violent place to live,
work and play.
“Venice in those days had more crime than any
place in the country,” she would tell us. There
were lots of different lifestyles and a stimulation
that brought residents who were willing to drive
for miles just to live at the Venice Beach.
In later years the Beats came. And then the
hippies and the war and the Peace and Freedom
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Party.
a show. Where else do you get this wonderful
This week’s Beachhead presents a first-hand
act that Ralph does, of being very very drunk
report from the folks who lived it and created it.
and stumbling over trashcans?”
Names like John Haag, Rick Davidson and
Sievers thinks Venice is “a place for people
wife Marge Buckley and Bob Wells.
who’ve not grown up.”
“Rick Davidson ran for City Council that
Remaining a child is not easy because of all
year…”
the pressures of society, he tells us.
“In 1974 the Venice Peace and Freedom Party
“You’re supposed to be a
candidate for governor was
responsible citizen. But
Elizabeth Keathley, a Venice
really what makes ‘em
resident…”
angry is: if you don’t grow
“Marge Buckley, who ran
up you’re not a consumer,
for attorney general, got the
and that’s what keeps our
highest number of votes of a
society going.”
PFP candidates on the ballot,
Venice ten years ago was
and I ran for lieutenant govsupposed to be a stimulaternor.”
ing place for those dropDoers indeed.
ping out into a creative
Venice in those days was
environment where they
not everyone’s cup of tea.
could express themselves,
But, looking back this week
and so is Venice today supthrough the safety of time,
posed to be that.
the Beachhead’s 100th issue
But not everyone in
give us an idea of what grass
Venice
is part of that creroots involvement is all
ative
environment,
Gary
about.
Gardner
tells
us
in
the
curTime mellows out the
rent
Beachhead.
inconveniences of the
“Venice is where the
moment, but you can’t help
debris
meets the sea,” he
but admire what Terry
writes.
Bloomquist went through to
“This is where artists
get a seat on the first Venice
don’t
paint, models don’t
Town Council.
Argonaut Ad in the Beachhead’s 100th
model, poets don’t poet,
musicians don’t make music. You know, it’s kind
And while you may not want to have lived in
of stagnant in a way, artistically, the last few
the Carlton Apartments as did Ed Sievers, his
years.”
report in this month’s Beachhead indicates living
at the poverty level is not completely devoid of
So here’s to you, David Asper Johnson, in your
fun.
validation of Venice, and the rightful ways of
“I’m still living in the same place - the Carlton
this sister publication, the Beachhead. May you
Apartments. A very strange building. It’s not
rest in a groovy peace.
actually in Venice, it’s right on the edge of Santa
Monica in the old Ocean Park, across from the
Oar House,” Sievers
writes.
“It’s a building mainly of old folks, a lot of
alcoholics, a lot of
lonely people. I call
them trolls - old folks
who really don’t leave
their apartments much
anymore.”
But there were what
Sievers calls “some
very positive things”
that happened in the
neighborhood.
The One Life Family
moved in three or four
years ago and changed
the corner.
“They had a little
restaurant and they
didn’t charge regular
prices,” Sievers tell us.
“You would just
Providing low cost legal assistance to tenants.
donate what you
thought was a fair
reimbursement.
“Well, the obvious
1605 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 510
thing happened: all the
213/385-8112
street people would go
in and eat a huge meal
and leave a quarter.”
Sigh. Such are the
Hours:
problems of the businessman in Venice.
M-F 9AM to 7PM (no appointment needed, first
There are as many
come, first served)
different interpretations of Venice as writSaturday 9AM to 3PM
ers in this month’s
Beachhead.
Sievers sees Venice
as “a zoo.”
The Eviction Defense Network is a nonprofit,
“People have always
community-based organization providing
come to Venice like it’s
a zoo, just to see aniaccess to justice to low and moderate income
mal life,” he writes.
“And the Venice peotenants.
ple are very obliging.
They do love to put on

Eviction
Defense
Network
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1913: Harry Culver looks at Venice, and decides to build his own city
Many have asked why Harry Culver chose this
location. This a reprint of Harry Culver’s speech
announcing his intent to develop what became
Culver City. Culver gave this speech to a gentlemen’s club in downtown Los Angeles in 1913. A
year later, on October 31, 1914, The Culver City
Call newspaper reprinted the speech with this
comment:
“Following is the text of the speech made about a year
ago, at a dinner at the California Club, by Harry H.
Culver, announcing the birth of Culver City. The
speech is worthy of reading again at this time in view
of the wonderful success of Culver City in its past
year.”
Prophecy Fulfilled
Lesson of Twelve months source of pride and
gratification says H. H. Culver
Immense growth of Southland Metropolis is
Shown by Figures
“I Love You, California,” has been re-echoed
around the world, both in song and story. But no
one can fully appreciate its meaning as much as
the person who is fortunate enough to call
California home. And to all true Californians
those magic words send a thrill similar to that
which is experienced by all true Americans at the
mention of the “Star-Spangled Banner.”
California, besides its thousands of fertile
acres that in the different sections will grow to
perfection anything in plant life that can be
raised anywhere on earth, its countless oil wells
and mines of gold, silver and other metals, has
within its confines more natural scenic attractions than any other equal area on the face of the
globe.
It’s a well-organized modern city with a
population of 75,000, with banks and factories
and stores great and small and millions of
money with railroads and street railways, with
sixty miles of solid, substantial, beautiful homes,
with schools and churches, were to be picked up
one fine day and moved intact and complete,
people and all, onto vacant territory adjoining
the city of Los Angeles, the whole world and
particularly we of this city would be overwhelmed with wonder and amazement.
The event would become one of the marvels
of the world. It would be discussed in all the languages. And it would go down in history as the
most extraordinary event human mind ever
struggled to grasp.
That very thing was done in the year which
closed June 30. Of course, the people came in
groups and carloads , and were assimilated grad-

ually. The buildings came by train and ship, in
the form of materials. The money came in from
all over the world – $250,000 a day. The railways
and railroads came with extensions of a few
miles each month.
Very few realized what was being achieved
in this city. All watched the growth with interest,
but the recurrence of the story month after
month dulled interest. This same growth goes on
constantly. The sound of the hammer and the
saw, the groan of derricks, the clatter of the riveter, the fall of the pile-driver, the whistle of
engines, the gong of cars, saturate us, benumb
our minds. When the whole column of figures
showing progress is totaled, we rub our eyes.
But do we grasp its significance? Does the
world know what we are doing? Think, if you
can, without confusion, of sixty-three solid miles
of new residences in twelve months! Think of
$33,000,000 expended in one year for buildings.
Think of the post office receipts gaining $200,000
in one year. Think of a 20 per cent increase in all
business in 365 days. Think of bank clearings of
more than one billion dollars. Think of bank
clearings of more than one billion dollars. Think
of a manufacturing business of $100,000,000-and
Los Angeles only just making the first feeble
beginning as an industrial center! So the great
prosperity of the last twelve months is a lesson
as well as a source of pride and gratification. It
has been wonderful, and the world is beginning
to realize it.
What is the attraction, gentlemen? Climate.
What makes possible the climate? That wonderful ocean. On a clear day, step out to the last
home on Washington street and gaze towards
the ocean-and what do you see?
Venice of America! A city built on the sands,
but as enduring as the hills because the very reason of its being is based on that play-spirit of the
people.
To the casual observer, Venice is merely a
gigantic amusement place, whose purpose is
solely to draw the nickels and dimes of the people. This was probably the only outward reason
for its creation, but unconsciously there must
have been a realization of the city’s great need.
Thousands and thousands of city dwellers,
tired of apartments that you can fold up and
tuck in your vest pocket; tired of great buildings
that reach up to heaven but never get there; tired
of the feverish madness of the marathon of gold;
these thousands must play.
Therefore, Venice is the big playground. The
cool ocean breezes blow away all mental dustiness as the big cars of the Pacific Electric flash

Dr. John Tells All

By erica snowlake
saint’s alive! mythical heroes reincarnate like
bodhsattvas and flock to venice! living truly in
the here and now! part prophecy full time reality.
dedicated folks vowing to save this world from
our very selves are humbly going about doing it.
i first met dr. john michel in awe of his presence on my way to an open poetry reading at
beyond baroque: a giant long white-haired wizard crossed with an ent was coming smiling
towards me carrying an enormous american flag
as a walking stick, emanating, shall we say, very
high vibrations.
i felt like crossing myself, thought here’s the
real uncle sam, and went on to weave him into a
spontaneous poem on the wonders of venice,
which continue to daily astound me. since then
i’ve witnessed him in various superhero modes,
creatively exercising our first amendment rights
in inspirational litigitious rants indicting society,
several mayors, and various councilmen/women
while waving said flag on the venice boardwalk,
to mellower moments distributing food, clothing,
and artful advice ala food not bombs to young
and old, feral and tame.
he’s invited me to treeplanting ceremonies in
oakwood park, protests at the federal building
and ongoing hempfests anywhere anytime.
everyone affectionately greets him as dr. john or

papa john. we shared a mystic download at
one of his favorite stomping grounds abbot’s
habit.
beachhead: when i first saw you i thought
maybe you were the anti-uncle sam cuz you so
stand for peace and justice.
dr. j: i am also here to fight - to fight the
–continued on page 8

through the twenty-three subdivisions that intervene between Los Angeles and Venice.
Venice may have been an inspiration, but the
inspiration was handled by a master mind. It is
the nearest beach to the city of Los Angeles. That
in itself is a big item, for minutes and seconds
rise far above par when dealing with thousands
and thousands of passengers.
There are already seven railroads, electric
and steam, entering Venice and connecting it
with Los Angeles and neighboring places. The
question of a subway must be taken up soon.
This will mean shortening the time from Los
Angeles to Venice by several minutes, and will
enable the railroads to handle the crowds to
much better advantage.
When Venice was conceived there was nothing for the imagination to work upon but a
stretch of sand and low, dark marshes. The same
sand which sold for ten cents per load then is
now valued at $1,500 per foot front. This has all
been accomplished in eight years.
Gentlemen, for two years I have carefully
watched a courtship maturing between these
two cities-in fact, the “stork” has been busy, and
at this time, I
can’t tell
whether it’s a
boy or a girl,
but I can certainly hope “it’s
a bear.” If you
draw a straight
line from the
Story building
to the Ocean
Front at Venice,
at the half-way
mark you will
find three intersection electric
lines-the logical
center for what
we propose to
develop a townsite. We believe
this is the time,
place and the girl; and so the deal is going over.
After the town has been christened, we propose
to wage a selling campaign second to none in
California for rapidity of sales. I believe I can
count on every man present here this evening to
boost the proposition, and as a result the newborn town will have a successful career, and be a
credit to the community as well as to the men
associated with me in its development.”

By Ann Arens (from research and personal
experience by Grace Godlin)
Across the country, suburbs comprised of
cookie cutter houses were proliferating and pentup consumerism was running rampant after the
end of WWII. It was the 1950s, the era of ultimate
conformity. At the same time, small groups of
poets, artists, and musicians
were coming together in New
York, San Francisco, and slightly later in Venice, California,
with a lifestyle that flew in the
face of these widely prevailing
values. They were known collectively as the Beats or
Beatniks, and when they came
to national attention they were
ridiculed and satirized for their
bongo playing, excess of hair,
spacey (“like wow man”) language, and confrontational
poetry.
Los Angeles native, Grace Godlin, a 27-year
resident of the Canal community, recently started
a personal journey of re-discovery of the Venice
Beats. Her playground growing up was Venice
Beach. Later as a college student she visited The
Gas House, a Venice coffee house that was a Beat
hangout.
“When I was young I was attracted to the
iconoclastic, going against the grain, because
there wasn’t anything like that, and there was
this pressure to conform in the ‘50s. And I did a
good job of conforming. I was attracted by the
sensation and the shock, the rebelliousness. The
art I saw at The Gas House wasn’t what I was
exposed to in Art 1A at UCLA.”
In spite of feelings of being an outsider,
Grace was
drawn to
the exotic
scene at
the Gas
House,
which
was located at
Market
Street and
Ocean
Front
Walk. “It
was a
brick
building. I
remember
it being
dark and
shadowy,
and it
seemed
somewhat menacing to me. They would have
poetry readings or literary discussions. There was
a bathtub in the center of the room, and sometimes there would be people in the bathtub reading poetry. I remember bongos and the sandals
and beards and the unconventional art all over
the walls.”
Grace kept a low profile, just ordering her
coffee and not lingering for long. “I wanted to be
connected to this movement, but I thought it was

too risky. I wish I could have shed all those inhibitions, but I didn’t. Yet I knew that I was drawn
to these people because they were questioning
and not accepting the status quo - something I
didn’t have the courage to do myself.”
Her recent exploration has helped
Grace flesh out her youthful impressions with more information about
who these poets were and their place
in literary history. “Now I’m looking
at it with a more informed view
thanks to all the writing that has been
done about this period,” says Grace.
“And it’s amusing, enlightening and
absolutely fascinating.”
Looking beyond their eccentric facade, the poets and other artists
of Venice West stood for a rejection of
middle class life and materialistic values.
“It’s a shuck,” was a phrase they used to
express their outlook.
“My interpretation of that phrase,” says
Grace Godlin “is that they looked at the media, at
the entertainment industry, at government as
manipulative and exploitative. They were con
games to those young poets and artists.”
Social critic Lawrence Lipton characterized
them as ‘disaffiliated’. The anti-middle-class
lifestyle they adapted was an extreme reaction to
materialism. Lipton described it as ‘dedicated to
poverty’.
Lawrence Lipton, a controversial character of the Venice
West scene had written “whodone-it” novels in Chicago and
then moved to Santa Monica to
write film and radio scripts.
Himself also a poet, Lipton
moved to a cheaper address in
Venice and gathered around
him a group of young struggling poets and musicians. The
Sunday afternoon salons at his
Craftsman house at 20 Park
Avenue featured poetry and
discussions about literature,
jazz, and art that lasted into the evening and even
ended up on the beach overnight. The salons
would evolve into the Venice West poets.
Older and better educated than the
young poets, Lipton saw himself as mentor to the
group. At the same time, he was taping their conversations and preparing to write a book. “It was
almost like Margaret Mead doing her studies of
Samoa,” comments Grace.
Lipton felt the Venice West poets deserved to
be recognized on the same level as the East Coast
Beat poets, such as Alan Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac,
and William Burroughs, as well as San Francisco
Beats Kenneth Rexroth and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. But the resulting book, The Holy
Barbarians seemed to many to be more exploitation than serious study of the group and Lipton
was regarded as a promoter and pontificator. A
far better book, according to
Grace, is Venice West: The Beat
Generation in Southern
California by John Arthur
Maynard, which takes a critical
look at Lawrence Lipton and
focuses more on the poets
themselves and what brought
about the movement.
“You live your life,” says
Grace “and your life IS your
philosophy.”
“A lot of the writers didn’t
seem to think very deeply
about a lot of this,” she continues. “Maybe that was a part of
the Beat attitude as well. It was
for the moment, much more
instinctive.”
And why did they end up
in Venice? “The rents were
cheap,” says Grace “and the
area had a history of being tolerant about a lot of eccentricities. And also the climate, the
beach. This was a poor person’s beach community. You
could live here cheaply. So
since so many of them wanted
to dedicate themselves to their
writing and their composing
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or painting, Venice allowed them an opportunity
to do that without having to work eight hours a
day at a conventional job.
Stuart Perkoff, a transplant from the
Midwest, was the poet leader of the
tony group. Other poets frequently mention
scibella his impact and his guidance. Perkoff
established the Venice West Coffee
House on Dudley as a hangout for
artists and a way to make a modest
living without actually working.
“He was able to do that for a
while,” says Grace, “but you can only
sell so much coffee.”
Ironically, the Beats, who turned
their backs on such aspects of society
as the mainstream media became its
focus after the publication of The Holy
Barbarians. In Venice West, John
Arthur Maynard recalls a time when, from the
vantage point of a walk street rooftop, a group of
the Beat poets watch as a tour bus stops and a
mass of tourists spreads out all over Speedway in
search of Beatniks. “They thought their little
artists’ paradise was being invaded, and they
resented that,” says Grace.
Also
alarmed by
the
unwanted
notoriety,
local “concerned citizens” and
business
interests
joined
forces to
try to eliminate what
they perceived as
an unsavory element. They
were able
to get the
police commission to investigate whether the Gas
House had the proper entertainment licenses.
Eventually, it was demolished in 1962.
“I want to honor these writers,” says Grace
Godlin of the poets and artists of Venice West,
who never achieved the recognition of their
counterparts in New York and San Francisco.
“They were struggling to find their voice in a
time that was stultifying as far as pressures to
conform. Whether or not they were great writers
is for others to determine. I think the act of doing
what they did is worth honoring. They contributed to the literary and cultural history of our
city.”
Reprinted with permission from VOCAL, the
Newsletter of Voice of the Canals (VOC), the resident
association of the Venice Canal Community.
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BOOK REVIEW:
He Usually Lived with a Female – The Life of Brick Garrigues
Reviewed by Jim Smith
Have you ever read a book and
noticed that the plot seems very similar to your life? Well, me neither,
until I read He Usually Lived with a
Female, a biography of C.H. “Brick”
Garrigues (pronounced “GAIR-uhgus,”) by his son, George.
Brick, so-called because of his
red-brick hair, was born in 1902. He
worked for several newspapers
including the Venice Vanguard in
1922. He became well known in Los Angeles in
the 30s because of his exposure of graft in the
District Attorney’s office.
Brick became an organizer for the Los
Angeles Newspaper Guild about 50 years before
I started organizing for the same union. I know
Brick’s name at the time. He was one of the original founders of the Guild, whose remarkable
feats made him and his comrades seem about 10
feet tall. But Brick and the others were onedimensional icons, in spite of the stories about
them by the few survivors of those days.
Now, Brick has sprung to life once again,
thanks to the diligent work of his son, George
Garrigues. Some of our readers may know
George - a retired journalist and journalism professor - from his activism in the neighboring Mar
Vista Community Council. His internet publication, the Westmar Sun, was a thorn in the side of
the MVCC, and helped lead the successful succession of the Palms area, which now has its own
neighborhood council. He now publishes the
Palms-Village Sun <www.palmsvillagesun.info>.
The format of He Usually Lived with a Female
is letters by Brick - a prolific writer - with commentary by George. Some of the letters are
intensely personal, while others are political and
topical. Readers will learn about daily life in L.A.
and Venice in the early 20th century, and about
the loves and insecurities of a very talented
writer. Although a true story, it reads like a
novel.

Back to the similarities with my life. Not
only did we organize for the same
union, and shared a love of writing,
but it seems that we lived in the
same Venice building, perhaps the
same apartment.
Here’s Brick in 1953: “we moved
into a studio apartment in Venice on
Westminster Avenue at the corner of
Speedway; it had a pull-down bed
that filled the whole room and there
were tiny, recessed bookcases on
Brick
either side at the head of the bed. No
stall shower; we had a tub.
“Venice had changed in thirty years. The big
indoor swimming pool and the amusement pier,
with its Race Through the Clouds, were gone.
Most of the canals had been abandoned or were
filled with stagnant water. There were still trams
that ran up and down the deserted beach walk,
carrying a few elderly Jewish passengers, but
most shops on Windward Avenue and on the
ocean front were empty. The little grocery store
on the corner sold maggot-infested meat. The
whole neighborhood was so creepily shabby, so
oddly macabre that Orson Welles used it as a set
for his noir movie, Touch of Evil. Dickie paid our
thirty-five-dollars-a-month rent....”
Brick’s description of the apartment building
known as the Dungeon and of seedy old Venice
still applied when I moved there in 1968, except
that a shower head had been installed above the
tub, and the rent had been raised to $60 a month
(with an ocean view).
In 2003, the Beachhead published two articles by Brick about Venice. Abbot Kinney,
Tobacco and the Founding of Venice appeared in
June, and The Vanishing of Venice was in the
July issue.
If you don’t want to plunk down $24 for a
copy of the book, you can read excerpts on-line,
including the two Venice articles that were published in the Beachhead. Go to <www.ulwaf.com>,
which stands for “usually lived with a female,”
the title of the book which is taken from a police
report about Brick.

Dr. John Tells All
war, with these, (gestures his hands), and with
reason. i’ve just come from talking sense to a
bunch of fifteen year olds with a 50 oz bottle of
rum.
beachhead: i’ve seen you often educating
young people on the boardwalk. how long have
you been in venice?
dr. j: since 1961. my father flew b-17s and b29s in the air force, at 17 i volunteered to blow
up hanoi but i actually proved too gung ho for
the military. i transferred to ucla and began a
serious study of medicine. at age six i administered my grandmother’s insulin shots for diabetes. i’ve always possessed an affinity for
understanding different ways of healing. one of
my earliest gurus was dr. christopher hill, one of
the first pioneers of spirulina. we have the technology in communion with nature to feed and
nourish the world with one of the most amazing
abundant green energies on the planet.
beachhead: i have a similar dedication to
spirulina. as part of a treeplanting tribe in cascadia we we sent emissaries to obtain live spirulina
from lake teohotitlan in mexico intending to seed
lakes in canada.algae blooms! says it all.
dr. j: (twinkles) i also became a proponent of
laser surgery, radical for the time. i wrote medical articles, taught current events at berkeley,
and, in keeping with venice’s heritage, won a
national poetry award. i spent 64-71 as a p.o.w.
FOR MY OUTSPOKEN BELIEFS, transferred
from prison to prison all across america, became
the editor of a penal press, knew the berrigan
brothers in danbury, I AM AN INSTIGATOR!
beachhead: i especially like the term positive
political activist i see on your business card next
to parapsychologist.
dr. j: in 1981 i was spiritual advisor for a veterans coalition protesting agent orange. i went
on a 130 day hunger strike, or holding fast, as we

–continued from page 6
called it - holdfast - when they say go, you say
no! we drank only perrier for 85 days, and then,
of course, spirulina. using aloe vera and marijuana we cured many vets of chem poisoning. our
efforts were betrayed in a media black-out right
at reagan's backdoor.
beachhead: betrayal is an ongoing spice in
the activist life
dr. j: i was fond of fonda so i went to humboldt to meet her but met my ex-wife instead at a
no nukes meeting. i am very proud of my two
sons i helped deliver, richard and justice. at this
time we had an apple farm in sonoma, we traded
with other farmers and fed many people fresh
farm produce. we had seniors making apple pies
for everyone.
beachhead: that’s where the johnny appleseed life comes in! you are wearing all ganja
camo, what’s your feelings on the sacred herb?
dr. j: (pondering)....it’s the original burning
bush struck by lightning for all to see.....its a
spark for human creativity. it’s also great for
pain, i currently have a medical license for marijuana, i am partially paralyzed, i need back surgery with shark cartilage implants, also laser surgery for my cataracts. once that happens, as a
peace officer i will challenge the cops with my
sons to a basketball game with proceeds going to
drug rehab.
beachhead: you campaign a lot for venice
cityhood. what does that mean to you?
dr. j: i also stand for a living wage of a hundred dollars an hour for teachers! over the years
i’ve collected thousands of signatures for venice
cityhood. venice is a special community of
artists, musicians, and intellectuals. cityhood
means money made in venice stays in venice.
SPARC, our present day arts council, will be our
city council. the insidious people who introduced
crack to the hood, slime to the ocean, and sky-

GOOD-BYE, MIKEY
By C.V. Beck
My very good boy, 24 pounds, orange tabby,
age about 10, was killed by a dog or dogs on
Tuesday, June 13, 2006 at about 5 pm. These
dog(s) were off-leash although the owners
apparently were nearby,
indulging themselves in permitting their animals to run,
hunt, quest in a pack of two.
Mikey was minding his own
business, catching some rays
in the backyard, was cornered
in the carport area. He had his
throat ripped out and internal
injuries caused by large teeth. I
found him lying there around
6 pm, covered in dirt and lawn
clippings with his collar nearby and signs of a
struggle in the debris. I find it almost unbelievable that he should have been killed such a short
time after I wrote the piece in the June issue of
this paper regarding certain irresponsible, hostile
and aggressive dog owners who are taking
advantage of the unstable, irregular situation at
Lincoln Place (Mike’s home since 2002).
As is usual at Lincoln Place, and Venice in
general, words fail me and I am struck dumb.
A neighbor reported hearing a scream
around 5 pm which “stopped his heart”; I heard
nothing. This neighbor reported seeing the same
day, around the same time, two neighbors walking two white-ish retriever-like dogs in the
“maintenance alley”, and letting them go offleash there. People don’t seem to realize that
their beloved dog, out of sight for a few
moments only, can kill or injure a cat and then
run back to their masters, with only a drop of
two of blood on their lips, and happy as clams.
The owners remain blissfully unaware of what
has just happened to someone else’s pet and
remain convinced they are doing a good thing,
walking their dog(s).
This event is a clear example of why we
have leash laws and I would like this leash law
to be enforced more. I wish people would make
the effort to take their dogs to the dog park – I
don’t understand why this is too much trouble. I
also believe there is room to make a dog park at
the western end of the Penmar Golf Course,
(where the culvert is) and this could be wrapped
around the northern edge of the course without
too much trouble.
Good-bye, Mike. I’m sorry I had a moment
of inattention. You were a majestic cat and a
handsome boy and I loved you very much.
Susan, Frieda, Marcia, Ingrid, Barbara, Judy and
Peter loved you, too. No doubt there were others
who you charmed and I have been told you are
in a better place now.
rocketed rents of our homes all in the name of
gentrification will be thwarted. a gambling casino will not grow in the wetlands.
beachhead: there is a lot of peace and freedom to be sown.
dr. j: eminent domain! but where’s the support? (sigh!) half the time i can’t afford a cup of
coffee.......
beachhead: what else do you see for venice?
dr. j: VENAISSANCE! an eleven-yr old
recently got me on myspace.com. i see kids in
the high schools winning debates for cityhood
getting trial runs in the leading of the town. i
have more faith in the kids than most adults. my
faith in higher power is total. while our nonexistent leaders court armageddon remember
jesus’s promise = heaven on earth. i am looking
forward to seeing what we create once we get
past the hate.
beachhead: like shaking it up together
weekends at dudley on the boardwalk with the
greatest band in the galaxy, the venice beach
drum orchestra! dr. j plays a mean rattle and
roll, and i dance like a crazed trance chickie
delight. .... if the cops don't confiscate the african
drums and everyone’s instruments...but that’s
another tale so timely of telling.....
dr. john michel!!! you are an amazing compassionate being! from all of venice and the
beachhead - gratitude, rainbow love and blessings! arise! indeed! we must.

Hillary Kaye
who are we
who dance
and sing
and know not
why and
have not wings.

Too many meetings, all the time
Too many meetings, get it?
Too many is – too many . . .
Y’all crazy now.
Must be the money-greed thing
– C.V. Beck

METH PURSUIT
1. Crystallized Solidarity
Just having fun
Just having fun
Tomorrow I stop
Back to normal
Back to responsibility
Back to upward mobility.
L.A. jail bars of Glass
easily shatter, I break out
I am free.
Okay.
Relax.
Rest.
Morning comes, cell rings
last night’s laughs turn
to crystal cries,
needed at sunrise.
Morning’s guilt frost bitten
to burned away.
Back to crystal dreams
Back to just having fun
Back to immobility
Back to hyper-tongued
and limp-dick penetrated quests.
Back to puffing away
minutes in a repetition of
lost clouds.
Tonight,
Tonight,
I sleep,
godammit
tonight
I sleep.
–John David West

Abbot’s Pizza caters
to cowhuggers
By Karen Dawn
Are there any Venice vegans out there who
have dropped into Abbot’s Pizza, searched the
menu board for soy cheese, then left hungry?
Soy-cheese pizza has been Abbot’s best kept
secret for the last few years.
I discovered it a few weeks ago when the
joint happened to be empty, and with little hope,
I asked for it. I was told I could always get a soycheese slice, though I would have to wait ten
minutes for them to make the pizza.
I persuaded Richard to put a note on the
board letting other potential takers know that
soy-cheese is available, so now, sometimes,
another cowhugger has beat me to the munch
and I don’t have to wait.
By spreading the word to other vegheads
who read the Venice Beachhead, I am attempting
to make sure that happens every day.
Incidentally, the soy-cheese veggie slices are
pretty good, leaning towards delicious if you
add an avocado topping. Happy munching!

I Am Northamerican
by Margot “Pimienta” Pepper
Once I knew who I was;
I was myself moving through the world
like thoughts stirring within a body.
México, you were my body then:
your sun and moon,
my eyes;
your streets of earth and tile,
my legs;
the generosity of your people,
my arms;
my heart,
your indigenous ways engraved
in unassuming faces of clay
and volcanic stone.
And long after I left
to become nothing more
than another figure
in the profit margin
of U.S. companies,
I believed I still knew
who I was,
though all I thought I had
I didn’t have at all,
not a home,
not a people,
for I am neither Mexican nor gringo,
nor European nor indio,
nor African nor Asian
nor anything less
than the sum of these parts.
I am Northamerican.
Nations war and embrace each other inside me.
I am heady jazz and Afro-Cuban rhythm,
Funkadelic and Chopin,
Pre-Columbian and Renaissance,
an exile, a dreamer,
a refugee.
I am the ingenuity that bore pyramids and temples,
the strength that forged railroads and cities,
the dead that served as collateral
for cheap harvests, textiles, steel and coal.
I am the restlessness of the barrios,
the wisdom of those intimate with the land;
I am stories recounted
from fire pit to sagging porch
on sweet, lazy summer nights;
blood of dragon and sundancer,
elder, warrior and starched collar,
fisherman, healer,
high heels and agile feet;
spray paint, motorcycle jacket
and soft bare breasts;
rituals of sage and routine appointment books,
the child renewed in the hearts of lovers.
My intellect was shaped by thoughts borne of many languages.
My rage incited by those who would silence them.
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Welcome to my creation,
just a simple illustration
to understand the condition of a cold hearted nation.
Putting politicians on cushions
as they feed us lies and confusion,
while we get wrapped up in the illusion
that our rights are worth losing.
So I continue to vent on a worthless president,
hired to represent the US Government.
Taking obligation for our foreign relations,
but he seems to be falling in love with the sensation
for global domination.
Calling in the invasion as our commander and chief,
saying we can’t pull out now, we are in too deep.
We all know what that means, but war ain’t cheap.
We are taxed when we eat,
even taxed when we sleep.
I work 60 hours a week
and still hardly cut ends meat.
But there are people with bigger needs than me,
but the government ignores us all without apology
and silences the ones that try to come out to speak.
Then tells us that we have some big demands to
meet.
To make another man bleed
for a rich man’s greed.
Forget about the hungry and weak,
let’s build more bombs and a bigger military and
invade country after country, until an empire is
reached.
I say impeach,
cuz this has gone on too long!
After Iraq, comes Iran with egos growing strong.
They seem to feel they can attack anyone they want.
When will We The People, realize this is wrong
and stop giving the government everything it wants?
–Chad Prather

BUMPER
Not a blemish on the car
we start clean with this apolitical beauty
certified by showroom stickers
that show how respectable we’ve become
bumpers baby-ass bare
of passionate slogans or the dust
of campaigns or the smudges candidates
killed by causes that ruined the paint job
and lowered the resale value
of the trade-in the dealer swore was worth
nothing but the nostalgia he’d peddle
to a sucker who’d appreciate
the philosophies squeezed into strips
or the faded tatters
of truths we knew when we pasted them on
but lack relevance now that we have a car
that’s uncluttered by causes
that proclaim no truth but prosperity
that glides admired through traffic
without provoking the horns of antagonists
its expanse of neutral color reflecting
the bright American sun
as we drive cautiously over
road kill and skid marks and shattered glass
toward the shining city on the hall.
-Sherman Pearl

Mine are the eyes of a hungry woman
with no roof under which to cry;
the hardened stare of an eight-year-old
in a scholastic holding cell.
I am Northamerican,
for home is wherever we’ve chosen
to draw the battle line.
And I won’t stop fighting,
not even come the day
I can say I’m Northamerican
with the pride of a woman
who has with her own hands
built her first house,
and know that by this triumph
I’ve earned the right
to reclaim
as my country

TIE-DYED T’S
MENS women’s KIDS & BABIES
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Is there a Nuke in your future?
By James C. Warf
HOW NUCLEAR REACTORS WORK. – In
the U.S. today, about 22 percent of our electricity
derives from nuclear reactors, which consume
uranium as fuel. To understand how nuclear
reactors work, we need a brief introduction to
uranium and how energy is derived from it.
The periodic table identifies families of similar chemical elements. Each atom consists of a
nucleus (positive charge) and planetary
electrons (negative charge). The
nuclei consist of protons and neutrons (zero charge). Currently,
110 elements are known. The
number of protons in each
nucleus is the atomic number, and the total number of
protons and neutrons is the
mass number. The heavier
nuclei are extremely energyrich.
Examples of important elements with light atoms and their
atomic numbers are hydrogen (1), carbon
(6), and oxygen (8). Some in the middle elements
of the Periodic Table are iron (26) and copper
(29) and toward the end of the table heavy elements such as uranium (92) and plutonium (94)
are found. All elements have several isotopes;
this means that, using iron as an example, all
iron atoms have 29 protons in their nuclei. The
number of neutrons is variable, depending on
the isotope; its mass numbers range from 46 to
68 for this element.
Thus a given element consists of a mixture of
atoms which have a range of masses. This occurs
because some atoms have more neutrons in their
nuclei than others. Uranium-238 is the common
variety, and uranium-235 is the more scarce variety (0.7%). This is the one which supplies us
with nuclear energy.
Lise Meitner was a brilliant Austrian physicist who worked with Otto Hahn and Fritz
Strassmann in Berlin. In 1938-1939, they discovered that the nuclei of uranium-235 undergo the
process of fission, in which bombardment with
neutrons causes their nuclei to split into two
fragments with the liberation of extra neutrons
and an astonishing amount of energy. This
makes a self-sustaining chain reaction possible.

In 1940, the Italian Enrico Fermi and his colleagues built the first nuclear reactor at the
University of Chicago. It consisted of fission of
U-235 (that is, chain reaction), which liberated
huge amounts of energy and generated more
neutrons. The new-born neutrons were too energetic to cause fission of additional uranium, but
after being slowed down (moderated) by collision with carbon atoms of graphite could cause
continued fission. These new neutrons kept the
process going via chain reaction until
the supply of U-235 ran too low.
To date, at least 100 kinds of
nuclear reactors have been
constructed. Commercial
American reactors employ
fuel which is uranium in
the dioxide form and which
is enriched to 4 or 5% in the
lighter isotope, U-235. The
fuel elements are clad in zirconium, a high-melting point
metal with suitable chemical and
nuclear properties. Commercial reactors generating electric power are cooled by
water under pressure. Reactors are controlled by
inserting rods of materials which strongly absorb
neutrons, such as boron. A giant American reactor produces more than 1.35 billion watts of electricity. Some Canadian reactors are cooled with
heavy water (deuterium oxide). Special reactors
make isotopes for medical purposes.
Experimental reactors using a molten salt coolant
have been made. Some reactors are cooled using
molten sodium metal. Breeder reactors make fuel
from abundant uranium-238. The worst reactor
accident so far was that at Chernobyl, Ukraine,
in 1986.
NUCLEAR WASTE – The principal shortcoming of nuclear reactors is that their waste is
extremely radioactive and poses a challenging
disposal problem. The most promising technique
so far to cope with this is to vitrify the solid
waste. The glass immobilizes the waste and
makes it much safer for disposal in geological
repositories. Vitrification is, however, rather
expensive. Various techniques to simplify the
problem by separation of the most radioactive
components have been studied. One of these is
called pyroprocessing. It is hazardous and costly.

Both France and Japan recycle spent fuel and
have plans to vitrify the remaining waste.
SAFETY – Two serious accidents with
nuclear reactors were those at Three Mile Island
(U.S.) and at Sellafield (U.K.) but the worst ever
was at Chernobyl in Ukraine in 1986. The greater
the level of safety, the higher the construction
and operational costs are.
Los Angeles area residents are generally
unaware that the first nuclear meltdown in the
world occurred in Simi Valley at the Rocketdyne
Santa Susana Field Laboratory in 1959. At that
time 14 fuel rod bundles melted out of a total of
43, ionizing radiation being released into the
atmosphere. Only now is the effect of that accident being investigated.
NATURAL NUCLEAR REACTORS – As
strange as it seems, uranium ore occurring in
Gabon, in West Africa, has been found to contain
only about half of the normal 0.71% uranium235. Research indicates that at 15 sites where uranium ore is found, the uranium-235 is deficient.
At these sites, there are residues containing the
fission products identical to known fission products of uranium-235. The evidence is convincingly strong that at each site was a natural nuclear
rector. There was plenty of uranium fuel, and
water served as the moderator. This was roughly
two billion years ago.
CONCLUSIONS – The issue of whether or
not new nuclear reactors should be built today is
controversial. While some people agree with
government and nuclear industry views that
nuclear power should proliferate based on
acceptable handling of waste and safety, other
people believe that the severe waste disposal and
safety issues must preclude the building of any
new nuclear power reactors. In fact, the latter
group believes that those plants already in operation should either have stricter oversight or be
shut down completely.
The author is a veteran of the Manhattan Project
and is currently Professor of Chemistry at USC. He is
a member of the SCFS Executive Board and is author
of ALL THINGS NUCLEAR.
This is the third in a Beachhead series from the
Southern California Federation of Scientists (SCFS).

A Long Hot Summer? –continued from page 3
men were out there doing something, but at the same
time you were out there chasing after a murder sus pect? I don’t get the correlation.
Captain Hayes - I just explained to you that we
have information that the suspect came from this area
and the young man on the roof of your house fit the
description almost to a “t.”
Stan Muhammad - Can I ask you something? Did
you make a mistake?
Captain Hayes - No sir, we didn’t.
Stan Muhammad - Did you apprehend the person
who committed the crime?
Captain Hayes - No sir.
Stan Muhammad - So what I’m hearing is all she’s
asking for is an apology. Yes we made a mistake we
arrested the wrong individual I think that would solve
everything. Did the LAPD make a mistake yesterday?
Captain Hayes - No sir, we did not make a mistake.
Bill Rosendahl - All the Captain is saying is that
this young man matched the description.
Captain Hayes - what I said was we had a suspect
who we detained. We had a field show up where wit nesses in which he was eliminated. Those witnesses
said he very closely matched the description.
Laddie Williams - These two back here match the
description of a 17-year-old? At 27 and 26 years old?
Captain Hayes - We did professional police work
attempting to locate a murder suspect. we followed all
the investigative leads. The fact that he was elimin ated is not a mistake, we did the best he could.

(crowd uproar)
Bill Rosendahl - you heard the answer. You
didn’t like the answer, but that was the answer. you
don’t have to agree with what he said.
Laddie Williams - This is the type of tension
that goes on within a community.
I’m big enough to say I did something. It was
wrong information.
Captain Hayes - Your son was on the roof of
your house.
Laddie Williams - I understand he was on the
roof of the house. He has to answer to me for that.
The mothers in this community don’t want our
children doing wrong, but we also want the police to
protect and to serve this community.
In the end, the Town Hall underscored the
broad gulf that exists between the Oakwood
Community and the LAPD. At the same time,
gang intervention programs are being cut back
by the city, Stan Muhammad told the
Beachhead. “We are going to have to lay off our
last Latino staff member because of lack of funding for the position, said Muhammad. “Right
now there is no intervention program at Venice
High,” he added. “We are trying to get African
Americans and Latinos from Venice and Culver
City to sit down together, but the city’s budget
for these programs is being cut,” continued
Muhammad.
The murder of Contreras did not produce a
gang-war in spite of the breathless predictions of

some media outlets. However, the threat of
gang-violence and/or police-community violence should not be discounted. The LAPD website displays a graphic showing the “Current
Threat Level” as Elevated. It’s unclear if this
refers to a terrorist threat or a prediction of a
long, hot summer in Venice and L.A.

An Evening with
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror Writers
Arthur Cover, Doris Egan, Dennis Etchison, Sheila
Finch, David Gerrold, Mel Gilden, Barbara Hambly,
Brad Linaweaver, Lydia Marano, Vera Nazarian, Alan
Rodgers, Sherwood Smith

Tuesday, July 18, 2006
Book Signing from 6 pm to 8 pm
Abbot Kinney Memorial Library
501 South Venice Boulevard

Everyone in Venice Knows
–continued from page 1

moist eyes of a predacious poodle – excuse the
alliteration – hey, but I’m really upset.”
She fished around in her large handbag and
came up with a cigarette. It was late afternoon
quiet now, and Sheila sat on the unmade bed in
Deborah’s small messy room. She glanced out
the window and watched two longhaired bearded young men wrestle a huge sideboard onto a
U-Haul truck. Someone’s movin’ out, thought
Sheila. Wonder how much rent they paid?
Sheila went into the kitchen to reheat the
coffee. As she turned on the flame, a cockroach
burned itself in the flames. Wonder what it’s protecting, she thought.
Deborah called out – ”Hey, fill my cup too,
OK?” She came into the kitchen and handed it to
Sheila.
“Wow...and the thing is everyone in Venice
knows about me and Kevin. Me and Kevin Barry
Mulcahy”
Silence. Deborah went back into the room
that served as living and bed room, sat on the
bed legs, crossed tailor fashion, and divined back
and forth, her eyes closed, tears leaking through
her lashes. “Kevin Barry Mulcahy,” she murmured in a low voice, Kevin Barry Mulcahy,
Kevin Barry Mulcahy. In case it escaped your
notice, he ain’t Jewish.”
Silence. Her big honey-colored cat stretched
and yawned, mouth open like a whale waiting
for minnows to come in. He stretched again, lay
down with a grunt on the shabby chair.
“Oh boy! I sure know how to pick ‘em – I
mean I have an unerring instinct for emotional
sociopaths. Come here Clawswits. Come on baby
big fat cat”
The cat opened one eye, stared at her, sat up
and floated to the ground, his luxuriant tail held
high like a banner, then leapt on the bed onto her
lap. Deborah stroked him and nuzzled her face
in his fur.
“Oh, you feel like a cashmere coat,
Cawswits, you really do. Boy, my eyelids are
puffy and my eyeliner and mascara are running...bet my eyes look like a giant panda’s.” She
sniffed as Sheila handed her the coffee.
“Cream’s in the freezer, sugar’s on the desk.”
Sheila stuck her tongue out at Deborah.
“Look kiddo, just because you’re
depressed...” She opened the refrigerator which
was in the living bedroom because the kitchen
was too small to hold it, and rummaged among
the empty cat food tins and moldy lettuce and
found the half-and-half and handed it to
Deborah.
Deborah poured some of it into her coffee.
She found the teaspoon on her desk which had
accumulated tobacco shreds, spilled sugar and
particles of marijuana. She wiped off the spoon
on her T-shirt, poured the sugar in and stirred.
Her Cupid’s bow mouth was surrounded by
heavy lines that came down from her beaky nose
to her chin enclosing her mouth like parentheses.
In six years she’d be forty-two and jowly she
thought. Her nearsighted eyes peered out peered
out from large round thick-rimmed glasses. Her
brown hair was thick, curly, and course, each
strand standing out as if they were antennae. She
had broad shoulders, big breasts, thick thighs,
and short stocky legs...a real peasant build.
“ I knew it was all over when she showed up
without eye makeup,” she said as she dabbed at
her own eyes.
“Huh?” said Sheila. “Run that by me again”
“Well, when she came back from her journey
to find herself to see Kevin, she had on really
heavy eye makeup. He really attacked her. He
told her she looked hard. I could tell he really
got to her. Her eyes got teary. She made fun of
his paintings – she was wearing tight pants, tight
blouse, wedgies, the whole bit. The next day she
showed up in jeans, a loose muslin blouse and
no makeup.”
Deborah untangled her legs from her tailor
position and got another cigarette. “I see what
you mean,” said Sheila. Deborah lit her cigarette
and inhaled it all the way to her belly button.
She coughed. “Whew. Care for some grass?”
Sheila shook her head no.
“Me neither. Any way when she-it showed
up without make up, I knew. When I told Kevin
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that I knew she wanted to get together with him,
he got angry, exploded, told me all he wanted to
do was to go on drinking and painting, and he
didn’t want any petty bull-shit personal relationships to keep him from proceeding, and he didn’t want to cement any more emotional bricks in
a relationship with her, and that I was crazy.
Well, I shut up. But I knew she was not
through with Kevin yet. I might not be awfully
bright, but perception is my beat.” Deborah took
another puff of her cigarette, lay down and
stared at the flaking ceiling enriched with dusty
brown cobwebs. Deborah liked her ceiling – it
was almost as baroque as the ceiling of a
European church. “What’s – uh shee-it’s real
name?” asked Sheila after a long, long silence.
Her eyes teared from the cigarettes that
Deborah had been chain smoking. But she realized Deborah was smoking to prevent over-eating, and what the hell, she knew she drove
Deborah crazy when she played hard rock full
blast when she was in the dumps, and ear drums
were just as vulnerable as eyes. “Oh God, her
name is Ronnie Rudnick – that’s a name – and
her dog’s name is Leah – she and I got to know
each other intimately – the dog and me, that is.
Seems that when Ronnie returned from her
quest for life from Florida, where according to
Kevin she’d been getting down with anything
that was over 12 years old and over five inches,
she was broke and had to crash with her sister,
who is allergic to dogs. So naturally little Ronnie
Rudnick asked Kevin to keep the dog.”
Deborah’s voice imitated Ronnie’s soft sweet
voice. “Oh I hope she won’t bee too much of a
bother. I’d really appreciate you taking care of
little Leah – I’ll walk her!’Ugh!”
Deborah got up and poked around the room,
picking her way through the newspapers, empty
cups and clothes that carpeted the floor. “Then
you know what happened – the old ‘We’re going
out to have a few drinks, to talk about old times’
ploy. I mean, the night before, an ex-lover of
mine came over to talk to me at our booth in the
Drop-Inn.”
Kevin was as gracious as a hangover. He
didn’t say a word, just hung his head down,
stared at his beer, and moved away from me. Oh
Jesus! Jesus! Well we left, and the minute we got
to his garage, he started calling me a flaky
Venice female, that I should go back to the DropInn and maybe I could ball my ex-lover, who
was repulsive, and how could I get in bed with a
pig like that, that this guy was a jammer. You
know where he got the expression jamming?
During World War II he was a radio operator
and the enemy would try to interfere with the
messages he was sending by jamming the frequency. – Oh Jesus – Well, he went on with his
insults, and I crept into bed – he was kicking his
easel now, and really revving up. I held back my
replies and told him I was really tired, and I’d
heard his insults before and when he got some
new ones would he wake me up – well, he
calmed down, and apologized, said he was tired
and he really loved me, and he held me and
made love to me – Got I felt it was all worth it!
The next day I had to go to court in downtown L.A. You know what that’s like – you have
to be down there at 9 A.M. – hurry up and wait.
Sit there and listen to other people’s cases – well
we got home by 6 that evening and all I wanted
to do was go to sleep with him beside me – really! So what happens? Little Ronnie Rudnick
appears, fresh as a daisy, squeaky clean, eyes
aglow with adoration, greeting her doggie, and
looking moisty at Kevin – then he looks at me
and says, ‘Ronnie and I are going to the DropInn for a few drinks, be back in an hour, O.K.?’
Well what could I say? I wanted to say ‘Hell no,

let the bitch do it on her time not mine. I want
you here with me,’ but that sounded as if I were
possessive and that’s a cardinal sin, so I said, ‘Go
ahead on.’
Well, they left, little Ronnie on my seat on
his cycle – sorry that’s the way I think. “I think I
knew then that this was the turning point – I
mean when she first came back into town she
was hard and brittle, belittled his paintings, ‘Oh,
Kevin Barry you haven’t really done anything
since last year!’ That’s when she left him to find
herself in Florida.
Christ! He talked about her all the time.
Ronnie this, Ronnie read her plays at the Church
in Ocean Park, Ronnie and the Women’s Center,
how well Ronnie could macrame’, how she
learned to run a computer in two hours, how she
could tap dance, quote quantum theorems while
analyzing the role of women in 12th Century
Wales, and go down on all the crowned heads of
Europe at the same time. Shit.”
Deborah lowered her voice which was getting louder and more nasal. She punched the
wall with her fists. “Damn! Why me, God?” she
wailed. “Oh shit – you know he and I were seen
everywhere together. he was the only dude I
ever danced the dirty boogie with at Honky
Hoagies – we necked in public – I love him.
I told him his garage was a magicians’s eyre
filled with his invocations and his tools of magic
– I let myself be vulnerable to him because he
said trust me. And I did. He got angry, when I
said I couldn’t let go, because of my experiences
with other man.” A put-put whine of a small
engine went by, Deborah looked out of the window, then turned back.
She smiled sheepishly – ”Sorry, I thought it
was Kevin’s cycle, and I had a quick daydream
about how he would shout that he changed his
mind – well that wasn’t even a cycle – it was a
Datsun – ” She shrugged her shoulders. “‘I’m
not other men,’ he said, ‘and I resent the bullshit
that’s put on me because of other men!’ And I
felt he was right.
Any way, off they went. An hour, then two
then three, then I got loaded – I mean so loaded
that I couldn’t move. Then the night sounds of
good ol’ Venice – I mean here I am in this
garage, right? People stomping by arguing, cars
whizzing by, fire engines, police sirens, gun
shots – I mean it’s his place, right? His books, his
TV’s on the blink, his records not mine. His
paintings pulsating and glowing on the walls,
right?
And I am so stoned and so paranoid that
every sound scares the hell out of me. And I try
to sleep, right?
Then Leah, her dog crawls in bed with me –
there they are in Venice re-acquainting themselves with all their old friends they knew as a
couple, talking short hand to one another – you
know how people talk when they’ve been with
one another for a long time – there they are
falling in love all over again, and I am sleeping
with her fucking dog! She’s a nice dog but it’s
her dog – this wonderful talented terrific person’s dog. Well, all I did was cry and imagine
her asking him for a friendly fuck for ol’ time’s
sake.”
to be continued...

The Venice
Circle at
Main &
Windward

A weekly peace and justice vigil
Out of Iraq Now • Save Lincoln Place
• Impeach Bush/Cheney

Every Friday at 5PM
Join Us

South
Central
farmers
and supporters
hold
parade
in
Venice

3007 Washington Blvd. #225
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

Supporters of the South Central Farm marched in
Venice, June 24, to build support for their efforts to
restore the community garden that was destroyed by
250 LAPD and Sheriff’s Dept. officers, acting on orders
from city administrators. The show of force was necessary in case Daryl Hannah, who had joined the protest,
grew to 50 feet in height as she did in one of her
movies.
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310-574-4000

Oils
Edibles
Hashish
Highest quality
Wide Selection
Affordable Prices
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
GET

LEGAL!

Bring this AD
on your first
visit for one
FREE GRAM!

1-877-GOT-KUSH

Venice Peace and Freedom Center
Community Center and Campaign Headquarters for
Smith for Congress and Abrams for Assembly

of Venice

1720 Main St. in the

310-399-2215 • 310-428-8685 • PeaceandFreedomCenter@freevenice.org

SPECIAL ADDED EVENT
on July 3, the eve of the founding of Venice
Venice Films
• Feeding the Horses by Feeding the Sparrows
• Venice Lobotomy by Erin Grayson (premier)
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University of Venice
SEMINAR: Six Crises of Capitalism
with Jim Smith
1st Session - Global Warming, coast
protection - Special Guest Shel
Plotkin, former KPFK Wizard; see
Inconvenient Truth, if possible.
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University of Venice
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SEMINAR: Six Crises of Capitalism
with Jim Smith
2nd Session - Militarism and War, its
impact on U.S. and discussion of how to
stop it.

JULY

1
2006

Doors open at 7pm unless otherwise noted

Community Forum
These will be an on-going
series on local, national and
international issues that will
include guest speakers and
roundtable discussions.
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Films and discussion:
WAL-MART:
The High Cost of
Low Price by
Venice Filmaker
Robert Greenwald

Films shown for educational purposes only.

Community Forum
These will be an on-going
series on local, national and
international issues that will
include guest speakers and
roundtable discussions.
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Films
and discussion:

To celebrate Bastile Day:
The Battle of Algiers
Long before Iraq, the French
were driven out of Algeria.
www.lewrockwell.com/orig3/
beary4.html
Films shown for educational purposes only.
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University of Venice
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SEMINAR: Six Crises of Capitalism
with Jim Smith
3rd Session - Division: Racism, xenophobia, sexism, homophobia - Special
Guest Yolanda Miranda

Community Forum
These will be an on-going
series on local, national and
international issues that will
include guest speakers and
roundtable discussions.
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Films

and discussion:
What I’ve learned about
U.S. foreign policy - the
war against the Third
World – a compilation by

GRAND OPENING
Starring Suzy Williams
and her Solid Senders
jump and swing music
from the 30s and 40s
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Music:
Venice Jam Session
Musicians are invited to perform at the Open Mic or jam
with others.

Music:

Venice Singer
Kathy Leonardo
and Guitarist
Vinnie Caggiano
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Frank Dorrel - with MLK, Philip
Agee, Amy Goodman, etc.

Music:
Venice Jam Session
Musicians are invited to perform at the Open Mic or jam
with others.

Films shown for educational purposes only.
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University of Venice

SEMINAR: Six Crises of Capitalism
with Jim Smith
4th Session - Community survival in a
globalized culture - focus on maintaining Venice as a unique community in a
globalized society
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Community Forum
These will be an on-going
series on local, national and
international issues that will
include guest speakers and
roundtable discussions.
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Films
and discussion:

26th of July is a big holiday
in Cuba. Find out why.
El Che, plus The Making
of Motorcycle Diaries
Bring your own Mojitos.
Films shown for educational purposes only.
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Music:
Venice Jam Session
Musicians are invited to perform at the Open Mic or jam
with others.

